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American Horror Story
NYC Quiz 2

1. When Hannah, Adam and Theo visit the Tarot Shop, what card are all three of them dealt?

2. Shachath appears after Gino reads his own fortune, what is Shachath better known as?

3. After a visit to the Doctor, Hannah discovers that the victims of the Ascension Club Fire and herself
have low what?

4. Mr Whitely reveals his ultimate plan to display what at the upcoming pride parade?

5. Patrick reveals that he met Sam in 1979. They had a threesome with a young man who ended up
suffocating. Sam called Henry for help. Who does Henry arrange to dismember and dispose of the
corpse for them?

6. After being handcuffed to tables by Whitely at his meat processing facility. How does Henry free
himself to save Gino?

7. What is the serial killer name of Whitely?

8. How is Whitely killed and who kills him?

9. What happens to Big Daddy after he is shot in the head by Patrick?

10. When Patricks condition worsens in 1987, what do doctors tell Gino about Patrick's blindness?

11. After arriving at Hannah's apartment, she is found dead. Adam finds and plays her taped
recording of her research. On the recording he hears Hannah violently coughing, believing him to
suspect she has been killed by what?

12. What is Big Daddy a manifestation of?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. The Death Card
2. The Angel of Death
3. Red Blood Cell Count
4. A body made out of different victims
5. Mr Whitely
6. Saws off his chained hand

7. Mai Tai Killer
8. Shot in the head by Patrick
9. He dissapears
10. That it is irreversible
11. Homicide
12. The deadly virus claiming lives in the City
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